NGOW JUNE 25TH 2019 MEETING DIARY
Sixteen of us braved a cold frosty night and apologies were received from six members; Paul Gutch,
Andrew Harley, Gaston Monge-Grassi, Richard Turnbull, Tony Clark and Charlie Ablett.
Bill Filmer began the meeting with an update on our search for new premises. He and Chris Feltham
have recently been to the Nelson Vintage Car club premises, where Peter Field is a member, and the
Fish and Game rooms at 66 Champion Road, where Bevan Walker is a member. Bill outlined some of
the features of both locations and mentioned that we don’t yet know whether we can get a rent
refund from Nayland College for the rest of this year’s rental payments. After some general
discussion it was agreed that Chris will survey all our members’ opinions as to location and the day
of the week on which we meet, since the Fish and Game rooms are already booked on Tuesday
nights.
Bill went on to welcome a potential new member. Huw Morgan, a carpenter/joiner from the UK,
who is now a woodworking tutor at NMIT, is keen to move into other branches of woodwork. Huw
explained something of his present role and offered, having heard the discussion on new premises,
to investigate NMIT as a further option for our meetings.
Chris Feltham mentioned that Joe Farrow, who is planning to move to Richmond, is selling most of
his lifetime collection of specialty timbers – he has emailed all members a listing of the species he
has available and their sizes. Chris offered two second-hand books on woodcarving for sale on
behalf of the Founders Book Fair and both were subsequently purchased. Chris also explained that
our July monthly meeting will begin at Black’s fasteners, on the corner of Brilliant Place and Nayland
Road, at 5:15pm. Nigel Charlton, the manager, has offered to show us the through his storeroom to
give us all a grasp of the products they have for sale. He thought this would take about an hour,
following which we can progress on to Nayland College for a drink and the normal Show ‘N Tell
session. Peter Cozens quickly pointed out that the Kiwi Bakery
is next door to Black’s Fasteners. They open at 7:00 am and
close at 2:00 pm, at which stage they take any of their unsold
pies across to Black’s for them to give away to their customers.
Perhaps we could arrange to benefit from this custom? Chris
will investigate further!

Paul Trolove began his address about woodcarving by
apologizing for the absence of Geoff Korver, the carver who’d
originally been scheduled to speak to us. Unfortunately,
Geoff’s course dates at the Centre for Fine Woodworking
having been changed, his stay in Nelson no longer coincides
with our meeting. Paul then proceeded to give us a wonderful
overview of carving and showed us some stunning examples,
from his own portfolio, of the varied techniques involved.
Some key points:
 Carving is relatively easy once a few techniques are
learned. Sharpening is very important (without it you can go






home!!) and after these requirements are met you are on your own and you need to be truly
creative, including studying earlier works and developing an artist's eye.
There are three major types of carving: chip (structured, as with lettering, or freeform), relief
and full in-the-round three-dimensional sculpturing.
Tools. A basic set could include (In Sheffield numbering):
o No. 3 in 8mm and 12mm sizes
o No. 5 in 6mm and 10mm sizes
o No. 7 in 8mm and 10mm sizes
o No. 11 a 10mm “Veiner” i.e. deeply fluted
o No. 12 a 60° parting tool.
Books. Two useful texts are:
o “Woodcarving, Tools, Materials and Equipment” by Chris Pye. A Guild of Master
Craftsmen publication.
o
“Woodcarving by Numbers” by Mike Davies. Published by
Batsford Woodwork Books. In the past Mike has tutored carving
courses at the Centre for Fine Woodwork.

Wood. Many wood species are suitable for carving.
Experiment with lime (known as linden in some parts of the world),
totara, macrocarpa, beech, maple, sycamore and Alaskan cedar.

Clamping. A standard bench vice will suffice for many items,
but a carver’s vice is much more manoeuverable and versatile. For
smaller items something as simple as double-sided tape may be
helpful.

Supper was followed by Show ‘N Tell. Gary Drummond showed us
his homemade carving knife with a changeable blade and Peter Field
asked us to guess what he’d brought to show us:

… it’s a roti maker. A ball of dough is
placed on the centre of the bottom
circle, the upper circle folded over and
the lever arm closed. The leverage
provided by the rectangular block on
top of the upper circle produces a perfectly uniform flat circle of dough ready for baking.

Bryan Swadel demonstrated his Wood Cut Truegrind sharpening jig and its range of angle
templates. Strongly recommended for sharpening curved turning and carving tools.

Finally, Neil Bruce-Miller mentioned the recent death of Fergus McEwan, a long-time Guild member,
and that Noel Matheson, another Guild stalwart, is gravely ill but still keen to entertain visitors. Neil
also invited anybody interested in wood turning to inspect two rounds of celery-top pine which he
had in the boot of his car.

The meeting closed shortly after 9 pm. Our next meeting is on July 30th and will begin at 5:15 at
Black’s Fasteners. Further details about pies and other food options closer to the time!

